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Protection of Client
Keys Against Internal
and External Attackers
Moving to the cloud also means
to relinquish physical control over
the own data and computations.
As a consequence of the loss of
physical control over computations in the cloud, the client faces
limitations concerning the security in cloud computing and in
particular regarding the protection of deployed high-value cryptographic credentials. For instance, clients may deploy a web
-service that uses SSL/TLS to secure the communication with its
end-users requiring an asymmetric key-pair. Specifically, potential
attacks (cf. Figure 1) that compromise the security of these
high-value credentials, like the
SSL/TLS private key, might originate from
External Attackers which
exploit vulnerabilities in the
deployed web-service
Malicious co-located Clients
which might compromise
the isolation between Virtual Machines
Insider Attackers at the
provider side which exploit
their privileges
In presence of these shortcomings and threats, we introduce

Cryptography-as-a-Service
(CaaS), a technology that allows
for establishing secret-less client
VMs and securely separating client’s cryptographic primitives and
credentials.

Figure 1: Potential attackers against Customer Virtual Machines
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Further Information
Further information about Cryptography-as-a-Service can be found
under Deliverable „D2.1.2 —
Preliminary Description of Mechanisms and Components for Single
Trusted Clouds“.

Disclaimer

Figure 2: Modes of operation of Cryptography-as-a-Service
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Integration with Trusted OpenStack

TClouds at a glance

All cryptographic operations of
the service are executed in a spe-

the Trustworthy OpenStack platform of TClouds is aware of CaaS
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cially protected virtual machine
called CryptoVM. We secure the
high-value cryptographic assets in

and supports the provisioning of
keys and encrypted images in the
user interface. These keys can

the CryptoVM through isolation
provided by our trusted hypervisor. Moreover we remove privi-

only be decrypted by the CaaS
Trusted hypervisor in a known,
secure state.
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leges from the omnipotent management domain, in which insider
attackers could operate. Leveraging standardised Trusted Computing technology, the client can verify prior to deployment of highvalue credentials that the cloud

In Trustworthy OpenStack, CaaS
further leverages other components of TClouds. For instance,
the Remote Attestation Service is
used prior to migration of VMs to
verify that the target cloud nodes
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